
COKE AND PEPSI CASE STUDY

A brief presentation on case study Cola Wars where we try to analyse the past history and predict the future of their
business and growth.

As the wars intensifies, both companies took pains to maintain good relationships with bottlers, in order to
avoid defections to the other camp. It was during the time of the Great Depression when the competition
between these two products truly began. Advertisement is one of the aspect that products are being known in
the market. Adding to the dissatisfaction with the higher prices, many consumers were critical of the taste,
either too fl at or with an aftertaste. John Stith Pemberton in Atlanta in  So I would ship my old flavored
products the places that is against to the taste change. Target Marketing To test whether targeting a particular
market demographic would be a successful strategy, Pepsi could make this adjustment to the Market Map: In
fact, Pepsi were pioneers for niche and segmented marketing. Admittedly, symbolic value and emotional
involvement, any researcher is dealing with vague attitudes. The Flawed Marketing research is the major
design of the marketing research involved taste tests by representative consumers. According to me more
important in every market, include color, product attractiveness visibility, and display quality. Geographic
Distribution To test whether adjusting their product distribution strategy would be successful, Pepsi could
make this adjustment to the Market Map: In fact Pepsi, which had traditionally been sold through drug stores,
was the first to start branching out to alternative distribution channels. The price of both beverages product
should set a standard that can be affordable based on its quality. And they can be used to simulate very
specific market phenomenon. In addition, availability meeting local demand by increasing production locally ,
acceptability building brand equity , and affordability pricing higher than local brands, but adapting to local
conditions are the key factors for both the companies. If I were CEO of Coca-Cola, and who know maybe I
will be one day, I would play by the rules, but be ferocious 1 to get the company in the growth mode, with the
goal of eventually surpassing Pepsi in both revenue and net income. Perhaps I would ask to the marketing
researching department to map this aggression to determine and those who are favor the change. Over time the
Coca-Cola Company has become the leading producer of soft drinks in marketplace and is ranked number one
in carbonated soft drinks and juice drinks, number two in sports drinks, and number three in bottled water in 
One of the ways to see how a company is doing is to look at how much EVA Economic Value Added that
company is producing. Pepsi cut the price of its oz bottle to 5 cents â€” which is what Coke was charging for
their 6. More than 40 million children under the age of five were overweight in  The global advertisement
wars between the cola giants quickly spread to India as well. In such a way that both of them have the
eagerness in pursuing to become the leading brand beverages in different countries. In fact, Pepsi did launch
Diet Pepsi. EVA is simply the after-tax operating profit minus the total annual cost of capital. Today, it has
already marketed beverage products in more than countries around the world The Coca-Cola Company, 
Recommendations Both companies are consistent in making their products being competitively known in the
local market. It turns out that a statistically significant majority of Coke drinkers did, in fact, prefer the taste of
Pepsi. A transaction, negotiation, or relationship can often be helped by certain characteristics of the buyer and
seller in the particular encounter. Research participants were not told that by picking one cola, they would lose
the other. Coca-Cola was invented and first marketed in , followed by Pepsi Cola in  But when the cola giants,
Pepsi and Coke, entered the Indian market, they brought with them the cola wars that had become part of
global folklore. This proved to be a significant distortion: Any addition to the product line would naturally be
far more acceptable than completely eliminating the traditional product would be. Crystal Pepsi, which was
initially offered in the United States, failed to earn the company more than 2 percent volume share But in net
income, Coke had a nice edge, which continued until  With these 6 data points we can start to tune our model.
One solution to increasing market share is to carefully follow consumer wants in each country. The two
leading companies are very well known to different countries. They added that it was all just a lot of noise to
hardsell a product that had no inherent merit. With benefit of hindsight, however, some deficiencies in the
research design merited concern. Each of these efforts proved disappointing, and Pepsi had quickly dropped
them and retreated from the field. Because the Market Model uses a proprietary statistical algorithm to impute
customer distribution data, the data collection problem becomes much easier and cost effective. Sales
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personnel who were earning Rs 48, per annum were offered Rs 1. In , Pepsi jump-started its marketing efforts
by adding two brands to its portfolio: Crystal Pepsi and Pepsi Max. TABLE 5.


